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On Heuristic Models, Assumptions, and Parameters
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Study of the interaction between computation and society often focuses on how researchers model social and physical systems in order to

specify problems and propose solutions. However, the social effects of computing can depend just as much on obscure and opaque technical

caveats, choices, and qualifiers. These artifacts are products of the particular algorithmic techniques and theory applied to solve a problem

once it has beenmodeled, and their nature can imperil thorough sociotechnical scrutiny of the often discretionary decisions made to manage

them. We describe three classes of objects used to encode these choices and qualifiers: heuristic models, assumptions, and parameters, and

discuss selection of the last for differential privacy as an illustrative example. We raise six reasons these objects may be hazardous to

comprehensive analysis of computing and argue they deserve deliberate consideration as researchers explain scientific work.

Additional Key Words and Phrases: computation and society; computation and law; cryptography; differential privacy; machine learning;

program analysis

1 Introduction

The 2020 United States Census spurred debate [5, 9, 22, 24, 25, 54, 64, 68, 72, 100, 101, 112] and litigation [1, 2] on the

merits of employing differential privacy (DP) [45, 46] to fulfill its legally-mandated confidentiality requirement. Some dispute

focused on the distinctive method by which DP protects privacy or on procedural delays its use may have caused. But many

critiques simply advanced the claim that the US Census Bureau had unreasonably accepted a significant loss of accuracy for,

at best, a negligible gain in privacy. The Census Bureau and differential privacy researchers put forth compelling responses

to these criticisms. Still, the need for these counterarguments evinced a curious fact. The broader debate invoked many

nuanced scientific and social principles: individual privacy and the social compact; the utility vs. privacy tradeoff inherent

in population statistics; federalism; bureaucratic governance and administrative law; database reconstruction and calibrated

noise. Yet the defense of DP for disclosure avoidance rested in considerable part on an otherwise unassuming real number:

19.61. DP is a framework for calibrating a tradeoff between the utility of statistics and the privacy of their underlying data. At

the extremes it permits both choice of maximal utility or of perfect privacy. In practice, selection of a real-valued parameter

n fixes the privacy loss permitted, and with it the corresponding loss in accuracy, to somewhere in the middle. The Census

Bureau set global n = 19.61 [24, 25]. It was from the implications of this choice that much of the resultant controversy

flowed, as the most vocal criticisms were levelled not at the idea of paying for privacy with utility, but rather at the allegedly

exorbitant cost accepted by the Census Bureau.

Debates over the societal and legal governance of technology usually focus on questions of modeling: how scientists

and engineers represent social or physical problems in order to formulate technical solutions. But within computing the

choice of an n for DP is far from unique in how arcane technical detail can drive social consequences. These details often

require significant technical expertise to understand – or to even discern the relevancy of in the first place. As another

example, in cryptography it is careful modeling that motivates security guarantees; captures participants, adversarial intent,

and computational capacity; and justifies the overall conclusion a construction is secure. Any such conclusion, however, may

be conditioned on the use of adequate key sizes and the assumed hardness of a computational problem [57, 71]. Both of these

qualifiers have been exploited to diminish the practical security of theoretically-secure systems. Export-grade cryptography
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was weakened through legally-mandated short key lengths [4, 37], while (almost certainly) malicious parameter generation

circumvented the security arguments justifying the DUAL_EC_DRBG pseudorandom number generator [21, 62]. In machine

learning, modeling legitimizes a data universe, a choice of hypothesis class and loss function, and the interpretation of outputs.

It shapes understanding and implementation of desirable qualities such as fairness or robustness, and it gives confidence that

a resulting trained model will be accurate when deployed [85, 103, 104]. However, particular definitions of fairness can have

social impact dependent upon a choice of parameters intended to encode a desired equity, in a manner reminiscent of, or

even directly descended from, the n of differential privacy [27, 43].

Each of these are examples of how – in search of rigorous, general results – computer scientists rely upon a proven suite

of techniques for reducing choices and tradeoffs down to parameters, and for confining caveats and qualifiers to careful

reliance upon certain models and assumptions. When computer scientists aim only towards traditional goals of algorithmic

correctness and efficiency these methods are mostly of just scientific interest. However, for much of the research community

correct and efficient is an insufficient standard, and computation must further be, e.g., accountable, fair, just, explainable,

interpretable, moral, legal, or politically sensible [3, 4, 12, 29, 40, 76, 79, 82, 85, 88, 90, 98, 99, 102, 103, 111]. In light of such

broader norms, this otherwise innocuous suite of techniques presents a unique challenge for interdisciplinary research at the

intersection of computer science with law, policy, and society, let alone for the actual practice of technological governance. As

our examples demonstrate, parameters and assumptions enable computations to have consequences that arise not just from

how a problem is modeled or the basic mechanism of a proposed solution, but rather from the obscure and opaque technical

details of particular algorithmic techniques and their theory. For DP, the basic principle of trading some statistical accuracy

to protect individual privacy can be approachable and intuitive for non-technical audiences [112]. Yet, the implications

to American society and governance of the particular tradeoff encoded by n = 19.61 have proven far more muddied and

contentious. The ongoing groundswell of interest – both purely technical and interdisciplinary – in the interaction between

computation and society motivates a critical look at what form these techniques take, and the implications they can carry

for the understanding and governance of computing by non-technical practitioners.

In this work we classify three types of objects that computer scientists often use to encode consequential caveats, choices,

and qualifiers into algorithms and protocols: (i) proofs that hold only over heuristic models; (ii) technical assumptions of

believed rather than proven truth; and (iii) numeric parameters that encode complex tradeoffs through (often deceptively)

simple choices. As shorthand we refer to these three classes of objects collectively as computational alluvium. It is an ad-

mittedly forced metaphor but hopefully an instructive one: The societal effects of computation rest on these objects, which

accumulate as residue of our modeling and algorithm-design decisions. In §2 we detail these classes of objects and discuss

their importance to thorough evaluation of computing. In §3 we raise six hazards that make alluvium uniquely treacherous

for interdisciplinary analysis, demonstrated in §4 through a more detailed discussion of differential privacy. We then con-

sider how computer scientists might emphasize the nature and importance of alluvium in amanner accessible to practitioners

in §5, before concluding in §6.

2 Heuristic Models, Assumptions, Parameters, and their Implications

It is a basic principle that the societal impact of a technology bears the imprint of the scientific processwhich developed it, and

computing is certainly no different [82, 85, 98, 103]. We are interested in artifacts which are the product of a particular pattern

common in computer science research: A social or physical problem is formally modeled, and an algorithm or protocol is

developed that the researcher is just about certain solves it. It may be that the algorithm works for a slightly different model,

not equivalent to the original but “close enough" to seem justifiable. It may instead be that the algorithm seems to work,
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and certainly does so if certain assumptions – which are well defined on their own terms, independent of any particular

application – hold. Or, it may be that the algorithm produces an effect that could be desirable, but only if attuned to the

circumstances of its use which are as yet unknown or are inherently subjective. So, the algorithm designer makes that

effect adjustable and places the burden of selection onto the implementer, just as how the US Census Bureau was forced to

determine an appropriate n to apply differential privacy to disclosure avoidance. In any case, the algorithm or protocol is

presented as a solution to the modeled problem, and the resultant artifact – respectively, a heuristic model, assumption, or

parameter – is left as a consequential detail.

Heuristic Models. There are two different forms heuristic models take, depending on whether our interest lies in mathe-

matical or computational reasoning. For the former, we find ourselves unable prove some fact about an algorithm % directly.

So, we instead argue with respect to some heuristic modelM(%), in which (a subroutine within) the algorithm is replaced

with something simpler for which we can articulate an argument. Non-standard cryptographic models, such as the random-

oracle model (ROM) [13] and the Fiat-Shamir heuristic [51], are canonical examples. For computational reasoning, we have

a program % we would ideally submit as input to a program % ′ to be computed over. No such % ′ is known or possible, but

replacing % byM(%) makes the problem tractable. Program analysis often uses this technique, for example in model check-

ing and symbolic verification of security protocols (such as in the Dolev-Yao model) [11, 31, 32, 39]. In both contexts, the

suitability of the heuristic and the confidence we derive from it relate to its fidelity, i.e., the adequacy and accuracy with

whichM(%) represents the relevant behaviors of % . However, even flawed heuristics may have value. The aforementioned

ROM and Fiat-Shamir heuristic are both widely used within cryptography despite admitting security proofs for insecure

constructions in certain pathological cases [26, 58]. What makes a heuristic satisfactory cannot, by its nature, ever be rig-

orously settled. Acceptance is a social process within the technical community, ideally buttressed with formal analysis of

evidence and implications. This process may be contentious, as demonstrated by the history of the random oracle model

itself [26, 56, 73].

Assumptions. Presumption is inherent to scientific modeling as we propose theories to explain observations; thus, all but

the most abstract computer science rests on uncertain beliefs somehow. Data sufficiency in machine learning, rationality in

mechanism design, or adversarial modeling in information security are examples of modeling assumptions. Their plausibility

cannot be divorced from the social or physical context of the problem, their validity determines whether a technically correct

computation is practically useful, and their justification determines whether it can be socially beneficial. Thoughtful consid-

eration of modeling assumptions, whether normative or positive, is perhaps the central focus of sociotechnical analysis of

computation (e.g., [4, 12, 23, 44, 55, 76, 82, 84, 90, 98, 99, 103, 111]).

Our interest instead lies with a distinct class of alluvial assumptions, whose validity is instead separable from any specific

practical application. These tend to be narrow statements that a specific mathematical or physical construction behaves

as intended despite a lack of conclusive proof. Moreover, their validity tells us only that a computation will in practice do

what the modeling intends. The distinction in form between modeling and alluvial assumptions may be subtle and further

complicated by how tightly coupled they often are. Given our claim that alluvial assumptions deserve explicit attention, it

is important that we be able to distinguish them from modeling assumptions. We build towards a qualitative distinguishing

test through examples, which also serve to demonstrate their sociotechnical importance.

One type of alluvial assumption are well-studied yet unproven mathematical statements, believed true by researchers and

used as if they are. Cryptography again provides uswith canonical examples in the form of hardness assumptions [59, 86], e.g.,

the RSA assumption [97], the Diffie-Hellman (DH) assumptions [36], and the Learning with Errors (LWE) assumption [96].
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Because theoretical computer scientists do not yet have the tools to prove that there are no efficient algorithms for cer-

tain problems of interest in cryptography, many practical cryptographic constructions cannot be unconditionally proven

secure [57, 69, 71]. Most designs, including, e.g., all practical encryption schemes, instead rely on hardness assumptions, in

the sense that there exists a rigorous proof that breaking the scheme requires invalidating the assumption. This allows study

of the latter in isolation, and confidence in it justifies the claimed security.

As an example, when using the Decisional Diffie-Hellman (DDH) assumption, we assume that no practical adversary can

distinguish whether a random element of some specific algebraic group G is independent of two others. The assumption

directly states that no efficient algorithm can behave in a meaningfully different way when the element is independent

compared to when it is not.

Definition 2.1 (Decisional Diffie-Hellman (DDH) Assumption). Let (G, @, 6) ← IG(1=) be an instance generator

where =, @ ∈ N, and 6 is a generator of group G of order @. For any probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm A and uniformly

sampled G, ~, I
$
←− Z@ ,

|Pr[A(G, @, 6, 6G , 6~ , 6I) = 1] − Pr[A(G, @, 6, 6G , 6~ , 6G~ ) = 1] | ≤ negl(=)

where negl(=) is eventually bounded above by the inverse of every polynomial function of the security parameter =.

The truth of this statement for a specific (G, IG) domain does not depend on the context of its use, e.g., authenticity in

end-to-end encrypted messaging [83, 95]. Notably, the technical requirement thatA runs in "probabilistic polynomial-time"

is a standard modeling assumption on adversarial capacity that underlies much of modern cryptography. This demonstrates

how tightly coupled modeling and alluvial assumptions may be. While hardness assumptions are alluvial, they are only of

interest because of an underlying modeling assumption about how capable our adversaries are.

The DDH assumption has been carefully studied, and there are particular domains in which we are confident in its

truth [17]. But it is not proven. A stroke of inspiration could find an A that violates the assumption on a domain used

for a deployed cryptographic scheme and break it. Even the use of unrefuted assumptions may provide opportunities to

a malicious actor. Cryptographic standardization requires the fixing of domains (and often specific instances) for schemes

relying on hardness assumptions. Malicious generation can render those assumptions insufficient because of auxiliary in-

formation. Such a subversion almost certainly occurred with the DUAL_EC_DRBG cryptographically-secure pseudorandom

number generator, which is widely believed to have contained a National Security Agency (NSA) backdoor [21, 62]. Even

when we have a high degree of confidence in our assumptions, their use requires care.

As a distinctly different flavor of example, technical assumptions arise from executing programs on physical hardware

that imperfectly implements a mathematical model of computation. It is inherent in all of computing, but especially acute

in cryptographic engineering, formal verification, robotics, and cyberphysical systems, to assume processors, servos, and

sensors appropriately transmute physical phenomena from and into mathematical information. Failures of these physical

assumptions can cause great harm, e.g., the 2018-19 crashes of Boeing 737-MAX aircraft that killed 346 passengers. An

essential element of these disasters was the behavior of control software when readings from sensors did not accurately

represent the flight dynamics [105]. At the intersection of cryptography and formal methods, side-channel attacks rely on

the physically observable details of how specific software and hardware implement cryptographic schemes to steal private

information by, e.g., exploiting data-dependent timing and cache usage [11, 94]. Formal techniques to mitigate these attacks

must assume that their protective measures will be rendered effectively when physically realized.
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In each of these examples, the assumption is in some way separable from its potential uses. The DDH and other crypto-

graphic hardness assumptions are well defined mathematical statements that would be valid objects of study even if they had

no practical use in cryptography; a physical sensor on an aircraft is assumed to process information from the environment

correctly, regardless of how that information is put to use for safe flight; general-purpose hardware is assumed to execute

a program correctly, regardless of what the application of that program may be. We define alluvial assumptions as those

that are (i) concrete and (ii) self-supporting. Whether an assumption possesses these two attributes constitutes an affirmative

(though qualitative) distinguishing test.

For (i), a concrete assumption is of the form we assume this object has property % , as opposed to generic assumptions of

the form we assume there exists an object that has property % . This small but important distinction is raised by Goldwasser

and Kalai [59] in the context of cryptography. Generic assumptions are speculative and lack a means for constructive use.

Their proposal can alter the path of research, but only concrete assumptions impact the practical use of computation. All

of our prior examples are concrete. The DDH assumption for a particular (G, IG) domain states that a specific problem is

computationally hard. Physical assumptions are inherently concrete as they pertain to concrete implementations. In contrast,

Goldwasser and Kalai provide examples of various generic cryptographic assumptions that we do not consider alluvial, such

as the existence of one-way functions.

For (ii), a self-supporting assumption is both well defined and justifiable on its own terms, independent of how it is used.

We can reason about the correctness of the DDH without any reference to cryptography, or evaluate whether a flight sensor

measures accurately even if it is not connected to the rest of the avionics. In contrast the validity of a modeling assumption –

the rationality of auction participants, the adversarial capacity available for attacking secure communications, the sufficiency

of data tomodel an environment, etc. – is inherently tied to its deployment. It may always or never bewell founded, or perhaps

more likely will fall somewhere in between. But a modeling assumption can never be argued valid in general, independent of

the particular context in which an algorithmic solution built upon it will be used. Simply put, modeling assumptions assert

that we are solving the right problem. Alluvial assumptions imply that the solution to the problem as modeled is correct,

even should that model prove useless.

An important corollary to self-support is that alluvial assumptions can transfer to entirely unrelated contexts without any

necessary reconsideration of their validity. If we somehow found a use for the DDH in machine learning we could apply it

with all confidence due to it from cryptography. In contrast, transferring notions of, e.g., rationality or adversarial intent to

ML has required evaluating whether the agents in that setting possess analogous internal motivation and reasoning as in the

economic and information security contexts.

Parameters. Often the most conspicuously consequential alluvium, parameters allow researchers to concisely specify

families of algorithms. Each family member implements the same basic design, but differs in function according to its iden-

tifying parameters. A choice of parameters then selects the family member most appropriate for a specific use case. This

metatechnique allows computer scientists the flexibility to build expressive and generic theories, with nuanced application

to an eccentric circumstance requiring only careful parameterization. However, it has a consequence. Parameters allow the

reduction of social contention or physical uncertainty to numerical choice. And, exemplified by an algorithm for fair-ranking

from the literature we will shortly describe, it can be a deceptively simple choice at that. The sociotechnical implications of

parameters are therefore often more immediate than for heuristic models or assumptions. Although they are not inherent to

a modeled problem, parameters are frequently the intended means for its most stubbornly subjective qualities to be fixed into

mathematical terms. An example of a consequential parameter choice is that of n from differential privacy. Others appear in
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the recent explosion in technical enhancements for the beneficial use of machine learning algorithms, e.g., fair and robust

ML.

The goal of adversarially robust machine learning is to prevent an attacker given influence over the inputs to a machine

learned model from compromising its accuracy. A particular security concern is that an attacker may do so through carefully

constructed perturbations indiscernable or unsuspicious to human or machine scrutiny [61, 81, 108], e.g., with small stickers

causing an autonomous vehicle to misread a stop sign [50]. Tsipras et al. [108] model adversarial robustness as training a

classifier with ‘low expected adversarial loss’

min
\
E(G,~)∼D

[

max
X∈Δ
L(G + X, ~; \)

]

for candidate model \ , distribution D, loss function L, and Δ = {X ∈ R3 | ‖X ‖? ≤ n} a set of perturbations parameterized

by n. Increasing n enlarges this set and captures a strictly more powerful attacker. Its choice so fixes the maximal power of

an adversary the learned model is trained to resist.

We might seem to therefore want as large an n as possible. But, the effect of training against this loss is to produce a model

reliant upon patterns in the data that are invariant when any perturbation X ∈ Δ is added to an input. This stability prevents

those adversarial changes from altering the classification. However, it also compromises the accuracy of the classifier on fine

distinctions where similarly small changes make all the difference between two inputs of different ground truth. Enlarging Δ

through increasing n extends this tradeoff to ever larger perturbations and coarser differences. Setting n implicitly becomes

a choice between prioritizing robustness or accuracy. Beyond just this intuition, the authors of [108] are able to prove the

existence of this tradeoff for a pathological distribution of specific structure. They also establish it experimentally, showing

an inverse relationship between n and accuracy on real datasets.

We must note Tsipras et al. argue that this loss in accuracy may in fact ‘result in unexpected benefits: the representations

learned by robust models tend to align better with salient data characteristics and human perception.’ But both robustness

and accuracy are desirable for the beneficial use of machine learning. Taken at face value, these results place them in conflict.

Employing this approach to robust machine learning requires choosing through n whether to accept a loss in accuracy for

some security – even when, in theory, that burden might fall disparately.

In the work of Celis et al. [27], fairness in ranking problems, e.g., search result prioritization, is modeled by placing lower

and/or upper bounds on the number of entries with a given property that can appear at the top of the ranking. Although

the algorithmic approach is generic, properties are naturally motivated through diverse representation. We might, for ex-

ample, require that images returned for search queries not over- or under-represent some social origin or character – the

present harms of which have been searingly analyzed and critiqued [89]. The authors formalize this goal as the constrained

maximization problem

argmax
G ∈'<,=

∑

8 ∈[<], 9 ∈[= ]

,8 9G8 9 , such that !:ℓ ≤
∑

1≤ 9≤:

∑

8 ∈%ℓ

G8 9 ≤ *:ℓ , ∀ℓ ∈ [?], : ∈ [=] .

Here '<,= is the set of binary matrices indicating rankings of< items into = positions,,8 9 is the utility of placing item 8

at position 9 as determined by some arbitrary (and potentially biased) process, and for a property ℓ ∈ [?], %ℓ is the set of

items with that property. Most important for our consideration, the parameters !:ℓ and*:ℓ specify howmany elements with

property ℓ must or can be placed in the first : entries. To instantiate a fair-ranking algorithm from this definition requires

choice of these thresholds.
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We must first consider whether it is appropriate to model fairness in a use of ranking through proportional representation

with respect to a set of properties. But if so, we are still left with the choice of parameters which bound those proportions. This

is a conceptually simple decision: ‘in the first : results returned, no fewer than !:ℓ and no more than *:ℓ results may have

property ?’ is easily understandable for a non-technical audience. However, there is no mathematical basis on which to make

this choice. It is a subjective social and political question injected into themathematical framework through parameterization,

and any beneficial effect of adopting this algorithm is contingent upon it. While the function of these specific parameters are

intuitive once that social character is recognized, the more sophisticated n of differential privacy or adversarial robustness

demonstrate such simplicity cannot always be expected.

Another example of parameterization, in this case from outside ofmachine learning, arises inDefinition 2.1. The concrete

security of a cryptographic scheme is howmuch computational effort is required of an attacker for some specified probability

of a successful break. It allows estimation of the time and monetary investment an adversary may expect to spend directly

attacking it, and is how cryptographers ultimately interpret a ‘practical adversary.’ Concrete security is tuned through choice

of security parameter for the underlying hardness assumption(s) – such as the = of Definition 2.1. A major battlefield of

the Crypto Wars of the 1990s was intentionally weakened export-grade cryptography. For the government of the United

States, preventing the legal export of practically-secure cryptographic systems was as simple as taking a theoretically-secure

design and mandating a security parameter (rendered through key length) with insufficient concrete security to prevent

attacks [4, 37]. Even when we are confident in hardness assumptions and our reductions to them, concrete security is still

contingent on careful parameterization.

Many computer scientists recognize that alluvium can carry significant sociotechnical implications. One of the reasons

for our frequent reference to cryptography is the seriousness with which its research community scrutinizes and accepts

heuristic models, assumptions, and parameters, in order to robustly guarantee security and privacy (e.g., [17, 21, 26, 56–

59, 71, 73, 86, 98]). However, computer scientists possess the scientific background, mathematical maturity, accrued expertise,

and, frankly, time, interest, and grant dollars to carefully consider the details of technical research. The rise in interdisciplinary

collaboration and education – joint degree programs, dual-track conferences and forums, and scholarship such as [12, 76, 82,

85, 90, 103, 111] – encourages that conspicuous sociotechnical concerns, such as modeling assumptions, will see sufficient

consideration. Already, e.g., the quality of data used for machine learning has drawn commentary from numerous technical

and humanistic perspectives, such as in [12, 23, 55, 82, 84, 85, 89, 103]. However, broad and thorough treatment of the far

obscurer alluvium is much more irregular.

Three influential articles demonstrate a lack of explicit consideration of alluvium at the intersection of computer science

and law: Ohm’s Broken Promises of Privacy [90], Barocas and Selbst’s Big Data’s Disparate Impact [12], and Kroll et al.’s

Accountable Algorithms [76]. All three (excellent) articles are written by technically adept and knowledgeable authors – the

last including multiple active computer-science researchers. Each provides detailed, thorough, and accessible analysis of the

key modeling questions and proposed technical designs within their scope. However, their treatments of alluvium – and so

that the nature of various mentioned algorithms and techniques are qualified and conditional – are limited.

Ohm only reproduces a figure from [20] demonstrating that a privacy vs. utility tradeoff at the heart of his analysis can

be parameterization dependent, but otherwise leaves ‘the full details... beyond the scope of this Article.’ Barocas and Selbst

quote that Dwork et al. ‘demonstrate a quanti[t]ative trade-off between fairness and utility’ in their influential Fairness

through Awareness [43]. No mention is made, however, of the technical conditions under which the tradeoff is provable, nor

that Dwork et al. propose for scientists and engineers to tune it through parameterizations for constraining bias and the
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learning of metrics. Meanwhile, Kroll et al. raise multiple areas dependent upon alluvium: program analysis, cryptographic

commitments, and zero-knowledge proofs. Nonetheless, their consideration of it is limited and indirect, comprised mostly

of discussion on how accountable randomness requires addressing assumptions usually taken by theorists on its physical

collection.

This is not surprising. These articles focus on the law, not the technology. The audience is composed of lawyers who may

not have the background for or interest in any further detail, and ample references guide those who do. The choice of how

much technical detail to incorporate was, we are sure, a thoughtful, measured, and ultimately wise and good decision on the

part of all the authors. But it is the clear intent of each of these articles to be a reference and resource, to help guide and

shape how the scientific elements of difficult sociotechnical questions raised by privacy, accountability, and data mining are

discussed and understood in legal scholarship and practice. Just because detail is withheld for good pedagogy does not mean

that detail is irrelevant, and the understanding of practitioners must incorporate the implications. Alluvium often falls into a

grey zone. Its exclusion from foundational work at the intersection of computer science and law is justified by its obscurity

and opacity, yet it remains consequential to the ideas present in that scholarship.

In evaluating barriers to reform of social harms from computational data analysis, Barocas and Selbst write ‘[s]olutions

that reduce the accuracy of decisions to minimize the disparate impact caused by [data modeling] will force analysts to make

difficult and legally contestable trade-offs.’ The fair-ranking scheme of Celis et al. demonstrates the importance of alluvium

to such choices. The base unconstrained maximization problem requires no compromise, so the ‘legally contestable’ nature

of the enhanced algorithm derives entirely from ‘such that !:ℓ ≤
∑

1≤ 9≤:
∑

8 ∈%ℓ G8 9 ≤ *:ℓ , ∀ℓ ∈ [?], : ∈ [=] .’ Any question

of its acceptability and legality would reduce to (i) the modeling decision to introduce that constraint schema, (ii) the further

modeling decisions of choosing properties and classifying items to define the %ℓ sets, and (iii) the choice of parameters !:ℓ
and*:ℓ . The full burden of ‘fairness’ falls upon the validity of all three. It is to the great credit of Celis et al. that !:ℓ and*:ℓ

have such simple and approachable mathematical function. But not all fairness parameters may be so explicable, let alone all

alluvium of sociotechnical importance. Establishing the full measure of such solutions as Barocas and Selbst raise requires a

deeper inquiry than into just modeling or algorithm design, all the way into the mathematical esoterica.

Without care, consequential questions around alluvium may come to be viewed outside of computer science as mere

implementation details, especially when it is inscrutable to non-technical observers. If so, the heavy burden and significant

influence those questions can bear may be delegated to people and processes without the insight to act effectively in the

public interest. Moreover, the various academic, ethical, legal, political, and societal mechanisms that govern computing will

fail to capture the full challenge faced by those who manage these technologies in practice. They will be rendered at best

incomplete, at worst impotent.

3 Six Hazards

To this point we have justified our interest in alluvium through reference to how it can bear significant risk while appearing

obscure, opaque, inconspicuous, or pedantic. However, alluvium possesses other qualities which intensify the challenge to

sociotechnical scrutiny it presents. We view alluvium as presenting six hazards to broad and thorough analysis – in a manner

notably distinct from modeling choices and algorithm design – especially for practitioners with limited scientific expertise.

Hazard #1: Obscurity and Opacity. Explicitly, while its use may have social consequences, alluvium is itself of a purely

technical nature. So, its existence or basic function may not be apparent to those without non-trivial scientific understanding.
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Hazard #2: The Pretense of Formalism. That first hazard is only compounded by how computational alluvium often

carries a pretense of formalism when of mathematical origin. While algorithms may be presented in mathematical terms, our

common language captures their creative dimension –we design algorithms, wewrite programs, we construct protocols. They

do not bring the sense of inevitability that alluvium may. Heuristic models, assumptions, and parameters often present as

mathematical detail and so as inherently true or false, right or wrong, in a way the subjective or empirical nature of modeling

does not. Some of these objects do have well defined truth values. Cryptographic hardness assumptions, like the DDH over

a given (G, IG) domain from §2, are well defined mathematical statements. We just have not (yet?) firmly established their

truth [17, 57]. Others, especially heuristic models including, e.g., the aforementioned ROM [13], are often not ‘provable’

because of theoretical technicalities. Any impression they give of formal truth is likely harmless outside scientific discourse.

But many more – especially parameters – often have only a social or empirical basis. Their presentation as mathematical

ideas and notation, e.g., the n of adversarial robustness or differential privacy, may inadvertently launder that amathematical

character.

Hazard #3: Inaccessibility. Technical simplicity can aid scrutiny of the sociotechnical repercussions of alluvium. The

simple function of !:ℓ and *:ℓ is, e.g., a great strength of the fair-ranking approach of Celis et al. [27] as discussed in §2.

However, in general such clarity is never assured, highlighting how computational alluvium that demand careful sociotech-

nical scrutiny may be technically complex, and so inaccessible to practitioners. The !:ℓ and *:ℓ parameters avoid this hazard.

Although they carry immense social depth, once that is recognized it is not hard to imagine reasonable processes – com-

mercial, legislative, regulatory, judicial – for choosing them. They are simple enough in technical form and function to be

consistent with traditional modes of resolving social contention. In contrast, for adversarial robustness the opacity of n ∈ R

makes it far harder to conceive of a selection method able to comprehensively translate its sociotechnical dimensions to

and from its mathematical choice. This difference stems from the gap between the focused and transparent operation of the

fairness parameters and the sweeping fullness of n as the fulcrum between robustness and accuracy.

Hazard #4: Indeterminism and Unfalsifiability. Each of the preceding hazards concern whether the nuances of allu-

vium will be adequately conveyed to practitioners. The fourth hazard works in the opposite direction – it speaks to whether

computer scientists can assuage concerns raised when computational alluvium is indeterminate or unfalsifiable. By indetermi-

nate, we mean that there is no technical notion that captures all of the failures that can result from its use. By unfalsifiable,

we mean there is no (practical) mechanism by which its choice or acceptance may be shown incorrect on purely technical

grounds. In other words, we cannot know every way indeterminate alluvium can fail, while we are unable to demonstrate

that the use or choice of unfalsifiable alluvium must be wrong. Indeterminate and unfalsifiable alluvium can complicate

demonstration of the (non-)existence of risk and harm from computing, which is essential for its thorough sociotechnical

analysis. Although this hazard is less distinctive to alluvium, it takes on a harder edge in the shadow of its first three siblings.

Heuristic models and assumptions may be given a formal structure independent of context and so are most often de-

terminate either formally or empirically. We can know, at least in principle, what their failures could be and the technical

consequences. All heuristic models are unfalsifiable by definition. The ROM and Fiat-Shamir heuristics are as noted prov-

ably false in general [26, 58], which is why reliance upon them will always be uncertain. Assumptions are usually falsifiable.

Although not able to be ‘disproven’ mathematically, most physical assumptions relevant to deployed computing may be

shown invalid in relevant contexts through robust empirical investigation by engineers and natural scientists. Mathematical
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assumptions are (up to the independence phenomenon) falsifiable by rigorous proof, though we leave a technical comment

in an extended footnote.1

Indeterminate and unfalsifiable parameters are pervasive. For many, the subjective nature of their selection precludes any

purely technical notions of falsity or failure. The n of adversarial robustness, the n of differential privacy, and the !:ℓ and

*:ℓ of ranking fairness all are so. There is no inherently right or wrong choice of tradeoff between robustness vs. accuracy,

privacy vs. utility, or fairness vs. (perceived) utility respectively, except under a subjective and prescriptive sociotechnical

judgement. However, other parameterizations may be placed on mathematical foundations that allow empirical analysis of

their validity. Tuning the concrete security of a cryptographic scheme through choice of = is an excellent example [8, 19,

28]. Some parameterizations of a social or physical character may also have determinate and falsifiable implications. For

example, in the theory of machine learning, a parameterized choice of desired accuracy and confidence provably dictates the

theoretically required size of the training dataset, known as the sample complexity [104].

Hazard #5: Research Attention. The final two hazards relate to how the broader systems built around computation

manage alluvium. One concern is that study of computational alluvium may have a limited constituency within the research

community – or, at least limited in comparison to the size of the community for the relevant theory, not all researchers

in which may want to investigate such detail. An important variant of this hazard is when interdisciplinary evaluation of

alluvium is required by its social or physical character and implications, but little collaboration arises. For example, and as

we will discuss in further detail in §4, attention from economists, social scientists, and statisticians on parameterization of

differential privacy has – despite some excellent work – been dwarfed by interest in its theoretical refinement and exten-

sion [5, 35, 46, 54, 67, 78, 110].

Computer-science researchers may believe that it is the responsibility of practitioners to do the hard applied work of

developing parameterizations. Even if this particular burden shifting does not transpire, analyzing parameter choices and

the reliance of constructions on heuristic models and assumptions may be seen as a secondary effort for which researchers

will not be as well rewarded professionally compared to developing new theoretical results. Cryptography – which, though

far from perfect, remains the gold standard on addressing these hazards – provides an example of valuing such research

efforts. Hardness assumptions often receive substantial, independent attention from leading researchers [17, 96], and a small

number of cryptography researchers devote a considerable portion of their research program to keeping the use of many

physical assumptions and parameters honest, e.g. [15, 19, 65, 66]. This line of applied analysis has been essential for confidence

in the security of deployed cryptography.

Hazard #6: A Soft Underbelly. Finally, computational alluvium may form a soft underbelly in regulatory and legal mecha-

nisms, as well as in the positive use of computation to address social problems. Any effort to manage technology through qual-

itative evaluation, mandates, and procedures must be sensitive to its technical eccentricities. The examples of backdoored

standards and export-grade restrictions in cryptography (see [4, 21, 37] as raised in §2) show how alluvium may be vehicles

for politically motivated compromise. The converse – where the subjective or indeterminate elements of a technology are

used to subvert the infrastructures we build around it – is also of grave concern.

1Mathematical assumptions are either true or false and so are falsifiable through reasoning about computation. However, computer scientists are often inter-
ested in computational proofs, where statements are formally checked within computation by algorithmic evaluation. There exist ‘unfalsifiable’ cryptographic
assumptions, for which there is no known computational protocol for one party to convince another of invalidity [59, 86]. Applications of these – especially
knowledge of exponent assumptions (KEA) – include the use of computational proofs within privacy-preserving designs for domains such as cryptocurrencies
and program verification [14, 34, 63, 92]. Although the inability to construct such computational proofs may impact modeling, this is not ‘unfalsifiable’ in the
sense that we consider relevant to sociotechnical analysis.
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Without thoughtful analysis stimulated by deep technical understanding of alluvium, its careless, negligent, or malicious

use might defang regulation and legislation. The assurance intended by a requirement for formal verification of a cyberphys-

ical system depends entirely upon the validity of the physical assumptions underlying that analysis. Should a search engine

operator be required to integrate algorithmic techniques to minimize bias, they might reach for Celis et al.’s fair-ranking al-

gorithm, with the resultant effect fully at the mercy of choice of !:ℓ and*:ℓ . Mandates for both machine-learning accuracy

and for its robustness, if the latter instantiated through an approach like that of Tsipras et al., would be in direct tension,

only resolvable through the contentious selection of n. Ideal parameters – to the extent we may claim they exist in some

qualitative and subjective sense – may be application-specific and not amenable to global standardization as cryptographic

key lengths are. Any legal finding of fact as to whether a choice of !:ℓ or n produced harmwould require significant technical

expertise. Proactive regulatory approval would further require availability of that expertise on a considerable scale, given

the growing use of ML. Such problems will only proliferate alongside the ever increasing use of computation.

In general, without public infrastructure conscious of the need to evaluate and guide dependence on alluvium, it may

be difficult to bring about desired social effects. Further, the nuances of alluvium are shaped by modeling, so they are only

addressable after clearing a first hurdle of designing legal and regulatory systems around the intricate difficulties of the latter.

Themuddier that process is, the harder establishing consensus around computational alluviummay very well be. Uncertainty

as to whether and how robustness should be mandated for machine learning, e.g., might complicate the ultimate selection

of n as stakeholders disagree on appropriate burdens and goals.

The potential of alluvium to subvert oversight also applies to any suggestion, like that of Abebe et al. [3], to use compu-

tation as a tool for positive social change. As they write, ‘because they must be explicitly specified and precisely formalized,

algorithms may help to lay bare the stakes of decision-making and may give people an opportunity to directly confront and

contest the values these systems encode.’ However, the uncertain and subjective nature of alluvium strikes at our ability

to understand just what exactly systems built on computation encode and express. As a general principle, this final hazard

states that, when the effect of a computation is dependent upon alluvium, any attempt to control and wield it for social gain

is reliant upon due consideration of its heuristic models, assumptions, and parameters. This is particularly precarious in light

of the first five hazards.

4 Differential Privacy

We now return to a parameterization that exemplifies all of our hazards, the n of differential privacy [41, 42, 45, 46, 112]. DP

provides a rigorous and provable definition of privacy for statistical database queries, as heuristic anonymization techniques

are often susceptible to attacks [38, 87, 90]. The principle of DP is to associate privacy not with constraining data collection

or collation, but rather data analysis.

DP is an indistinguishability definition derived from cryptographic theory [60]. Informally, two probability distributions

are indistinguishable if no adversary can determine from which (a sequence of) observed samples are drawn.Definition 2.1

provides an example. This concept extends to one of near-indistinguishability, where nearness is moderated through a pa-

rameter n. The justification for DP is if the outcome of a statistical analysis is near-indistinguishable between databases that

differ only in the inclusion of a single entry, then an adversary cannot learn too much about that entry from the outcome of

the analysis alone. A differentially-private mechanism is a statistical query guaranteed (usually through the introduction of

calibrated noise) to be insensitive to any specific data entry, yet still give a reasonable approximation of the desired statistic.

The original formulation of DPmakes near-indistinguishable rigorous through the following parameterized definition [45].
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Definition 4.1 (n-indistinguishability). Two random variables � and � are n-indistinguishable, denoted � ≈n �, if for

all measurable sets - ∈ F of possible events:

Pr[� ∈ - ] ≤ 4n · Pr[� ∈ - ] and Pr[� ∈ - ] ≤ 4n · Pr[� ∈ - ] .

To provide a formal theory of data privacy, DP operates over a universe D= of databases with = entries drawn from some

domain, such as R3 . For a given database � ∈ D= , an adjacent database �− differs from � only in having one constituent

entry deleted. A mechanismM is then identified with a random variable taking on its output when executed over a given

database.

Definition 4.2 (n-differential privacy). A mechanismM is n-differentially private if for all adjacent databases �, �− ∈

D= ,M(�) ≈n M(�
−).

This definition is not unique. According to a recent survey, ‘approximately 225 different notions, inspired by DP, were defined

in the last 15 years’ [35]. Each variant modifies one or more aspects of DP through an alternative mathematical formulation.

Many of these definitions require distinct parameterizations.

Any theory of privacy built on Definition 4.1 depends absolutely on careful choice of n, demonstrated in the extreme as

any two distributions on the same support are n-indistinguishable for all

n ≥ sup
- ∈F

�

�

�

�

ln

(

Pr[� ∈ - ]

Pr[� ∈ - ]

)�

�

�

�

.

If, e.g., we let � take on a fair coin flip and � take on a biased coin flip with a 90% chance of heads – two distributions

hardly indistinguishable in any intuitive sense of the word – then � ≈1.61 �.2 Differential privacy is prima facie useful as

it provides mechanisms that limit information leakage from statistical database queries. However, the beneficial use of DP

requires principled choice of n. Only then can a deployment provide a meaningful assurance of privacy to the individuals

whose data is at risk.

An oft-used descriptive name for n is the privacy budget [45], spent through information leakage in response to (a com-

posed sequence of) queries. Like any budget, if too limited it has little utility – i.e., the returned statistics will not be mean-

ingful – while if too generous nothing is beyond acquiring – i.e., little to no data privacy is actually provided. It is a knob that

must be tuned to tradeoff privacy and accuracy, with (i) no immediate from-first-principles approach with which to do so,

as evidenced by the breadth of techniques proposed [5, 46, 47, 54, 67, 74, 75, 77, 78, 80, 93], and (ii) penalties to accuracy or

privacy from a flawed choice, as demonstrated by the controversy surrounding its use for disclosure avoidance in the 2020

US Census [5, 9, 22, 24, 25, 54, 64, 68, 72, 100, 101, 112], and critical comments on deployments by Uber and Apple [52, 106].

There is a simple but helpful economic understanding of n, presented in [46]. Suppose the running of a mechanism leads

to some real world outcome that an individual derives some profit or loss from, such as a job offer or a higher interest rate on

a loan. The guarantee of differential privacy provides that the expected utility (the average profit or loss) for the individual

cannot change by more than a factor of 4n depending on whether or not their data is included in the analysis. When n < 1

then 4n ≈ 1+n ≈ 1, and the utility can barely change. However, when n is (much) bigger than one, suddenly this (admittedly

very rough) upper bound on the worst-case change in utility can be immense. If, e.g., n ≈ 19.61, then this 4n factor is over

three hundred million. Although this is just a bound, in practice it indicates that an individual may have no formal guarantee

they their participation in the analysis will not drastically alter the likelihood they are harmed instead of helped by doing

2This example, while simple, is not idle. Coin flips are the basis of randomized response, a sociological research technique for deniable acquisition of data that is
often used to motivate DP [46].
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so. Invoking Tolstoy, Dwork et al. in [44] formulate the maxim that ‘[w]hile all small n are alike, each large n is large after

its own fashion, making it difficult to reason about them.’ When large epsilons appear in practice they demand scrutiny.

The parameterization of a differentially private mechanism is not the only concern with its use, as the deployment of DP

brings all the attendant difficulties of modeling. Any system that depends on statistical analysis or learning can – whether

through malice, negligence, or earnestness – gild harms with a craven appeal to quantitative impartiality. Even assuming

best intentions, data may be of insufficient quality or completeness for its proper use. This risk is made even more acute by

the noisy nature of DP mechanisms, which require an excess of signal to survive. The use of DP for the 2020 US Census may,

e.g., wipe small communities off the statistical map [64]. Which of the many variants and derivatives of DP is best suited

for a given setting may also be a delicate decision. Moreover, by placing the locus of privacy on data analysis rather than

collection or collation, even a socially beneficial use of differential privacy opens the door to the eventual misuse of that

data in the future [98].3 Finally, DP is designed to limit the marginal harm to a single individual from their decision to allow

analysis of their data, but makes no promises about harm to them from trends at the population level. The canonical example,

presented in depth in [46], concerns differentially-private analysis relating health data and healthcare costs in order to set

insurance premiums. If an individual has a behavior or condition that correlates with higher costs across the dataset, DP

promises the marginal inclusion of their data into the analysis will not greatly exacerbate any increase to their premiums

due to the discovery of this relationship. However, it may be that if every individual with the behavior/condition refuses to

participate in the analysis, the correlation will go unnoticed and their premiums will not increase at all. Differential privacy

minimizes the risk to an individual from the additional inclusion of their data, but does not necessarily minimize the risk to

that individual from inferences made about them based on population-wide trends, to which their participation contributes.

This point received particular attention during the debate over the 2020 US Census [22]

But in the end, we are left with the alluvial n. Its choice is, in the opinion of Dwork and Smith, ‘essentially a social

question’ [47]. The problem has been studied formally through the lenses of resource allocation, economic valuations, and

individual preferences [5, 67, 74, 75, 93]. These approaches read promisingly, but generally require a responsible party –

an individual themselves, or a corporation or government acting on their behalf – to precisely quantify privacy valuations

or preferences over data and events. Whether this requirement is tenable is at best contentious in the prevailing research,

especially for individuals who may struggle to comprehend the basic principles of differential privacy or assess the eco-

nomic value of their data [6, 7, 113]. The example of Uber also shows even technically adept corporations may struggle

with scientific evaluation of DP, let alone with earning the trust to not misuse data from its subjects [52, 90]. Alternative

research has explored using statistical techniques [77, 78, 80], which are however contingent on knowledge of some or all of

an attacker’s goals, prior beliefs, and auxiliary information. These requirements reverse one of the most lauded attributes of

Definition 4.2, that the privacy guarantee of DP holds absolutely no matter the adversary or the data distribution [46].

Perhaps more realistic assessments of how n will be chosen come from Dwork and Roth [46], from the experience of the

US Census Bureau [5, 24, 25, 54], and from Dwork et al. in Differential Privacy in Practice: Expose Your Epsilons! [44]. In the

first, after raising both technical and procedural, i.e., sociotechnical, difficulties with mathematically prescriptive techniques,

the authors float an Epsilon Registry to ‘encourage better practices through transparency.’ Though such a registry might

very well develop principled defaults and standards in time, the need for such a process implicitly lays bare our inability to

confidently make a privacy enhancing choice of n for any given use case on its own terms. As for the US Census Bureau, the

3There do exist alternatives to the naive curation model of differential privacy where a trusted party handles data collection and analysis, most notably the
local [46, 70] and shuffle [16, 30, 48] models. Although they do not require complete trust in a single party, they have reduced accuracy, require additional data,
and/or carry increased computational cost.
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words of its own researchers in [54], detailing a use of differential privacy predating its application to the census itself, are

quite illuminating.

The value was set by having the practitioner prepare a set of graphs that showed the trade-off between privacy loss (n) and

accuracy. The group then picked a value of n that allowed for sufficient accuracy, then tripled it, so that the the researchers

would be able to make several additional releases with the same data set without having to return to [the Data Stewardship

Executive Policy committee] to get additional privacy-loss budget. The value of n that was given out was far higher than

those envisioned by the creators of differential privacy.

Finally, in Expose Your Epsilons! the authors revisit the registry, now motivated by a case study on how n has been set by

researchers and engineers in various early deployments of the technology. Although the study includes examples of survey

respondents who, e.g., set their n based on detailed threat modeling, Dwork et al. report selection methods similar to or even

less principled than that of the Census Bureau, noting even that ‘there were practitioners who admitted the choice of n was

completely arbitrary without much consideration.’ The authors conclude that ‘[i]n spite of the widespread preference of

utility over privacy, there [is] no general agreement on how to choose n.’

The Six Hazards. Selection of n traverses each of our hazards. For the first, we cannot expect someone without a mature

mathematical background to read Definitions 4.1 and 4.2 and immediately understand the sociotechnical implications of n.

In their Differential Privacy: A Primer for a Non-Technical Audience, Wood et al. spend significant time introducing n, explain-

ing its characteristics and implications, and experimentally demonstrating its effect [112]. However, this discussion focuses

on a choice of n ∈ (0, 1] lying within the stiller theoretical waters where its consequences can be neatly characterized and

explained. The authors leave to a footnote important real world examples – including those of Apple and the US Census

Bureau – that use large ns which fall significantly above that range of values addressed in the article body. As such, in its

thoughtful pursuit of a balance between depth and accessibility the main text does not in the end illuminate the real com-

plexity of the mathematical theory or available empirical evidence. As for our second hazard, in supporting documentation

for a court filing defending its use of DP, the US Census Bureau highlights that it is ‘mathematically grounded [emphasis

added] in a way that allows statisticians to fully understand the limits of what they can make available and what kind of

privacy they can provably offer’ [2]. Although this statement is factually true, it emphasizes the formal nature of DP as the

essential element, while omitting that those limits are a question of social choice. Although that mathematical grounding of

DP allows an understanding, it does not itself provide one. The debate around the census itself demonstrates how the social

elements of that understanding can be highly controversial.

As for the third hazard, data privacy is of immense importance in the information society [90, 112]. But, DP and its

variants – among our most expressive and powerful techniques for providing it – are dependent on careful management of

this enigmatic parameterization. Although the simple utility analysis given previously provides accessible guidance as to why

small epsilons are generally acceptable, the opaque consequences of large epsilons makes reasoning about the sociotechnical

effects of their use much more difficult [44, 46]. An epsilon registry may provide a path towards consensus around choice for

deployment, but the proposal of the registry itself belies our inability to always set n for a given domain on its own terms.

For our fourth hazard, choice of n is unfalsifiable and indeterminate. What constitutes a privacy violation over statistical

data can not always be well defined, let alone reduced to an n. A sense of privacy is often intangible, may be communal as

well as individual, and may change with time. Some might also consider a given privacy violation to be outweighed by the

public good and so not a failure in a sociotechnical sense. Although we may be able to show a given choice of n does not
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prevent a specific attack over a specific data distribution in a specific adversarial context, when we strip away those caveats

to a broader understanding of privacy violations, our ability to falsify a choice of n melts away.

For the fifth hazard, as noted in §3, work on setting n in a principled way has lagged behind efforts to extend the theory

of differential privacy. A recent survey that found hundreds of variants of DP in the literature covers the selection of n in a

short paragraph [35]. For the sixth and final, the importance of data privacy has made it a central focus of legislation and

regulation of technology [49, 90]. Any attempt to use or manage DP in this context requires careful consideration of n on

which the actual privacy enhancement depends. Otherwise, these regulatory efforts will be greatly limited in precision, if

not in influence.

We stress that these hazards are only just that. Their adverse effects are not inevitable. In both theory and practice – as

has been quite convincingly argued by its advocates in the case of disclosure avoidance – differential privacy can provide

accurate mechanisms buttressed by concrete privacy guarantees in a provable balance all prior technical approaches to the

problem lack. Its deployments for the census and beyond have almost certainly already led to meaningful privacy gains.

5 Explaining Alluvium

Many of our references originate in an ongoing effort by technically knowledgeable authors to proactively illuminate the

scientific origins of socially consequential aspects of computation, e.g., [4, 10, 12, 76, 82, 90, 111, 112]. However, we find such

work is often structured as a primer, and tends to be limited in both the breadth and depth of its scientific presentation. This

limitation is natural and reasonable. An accessible narrative is essential for a non-technical audience. However, such writing

may gloss over important points so as not to plunge an easy technical account into a morass of detail. Mathematical objects

as small and peculiar as computational alluvium may not be given due consideration. Proactive education of the nature of

alluvium requires a companion format that goes beyond such primers to catalogue – as thoroughly as is reasonable – every

detail of a technology that impacts sociotechnical scrutiny.

An encouraging invention in modern computer-science research is the Systematization of Knowledge, or SoK, which has

arisen within the applied cryptography and information security communities. Each of [11, 18, 33, 35, 53, 91, 107, 109] is

an example on a relevant topic. The goal of these documents is to not only survey the current state of research within the

domain, but to relate and organize various designs and definitions in a way that surfaces dependency, inclusion, and variation

among them. In other words, to go beyond a simple survey and characterize how ideas have developed and where they lie

in relation to each other. The best SoKs are structured to allow a reader with neither deep nor broad knowledge of the field

to assess the current state of affairs and jump to the work most relevant to them. The recent SoK: Differential Privacies by

Desfontaines and Pejó is an excellent example of a SoK with this structural clarity [35]. It provides seven axes along which

differential privacy definitions vary, and it charts the relationships between the many proposals along them.

A possible companion to primers for educating the nature of computational alluviumwould be a Systematization of Knowl-

edge for Practitioners, or SoKfP. Such a document would survey and organize (i) the dimensions and trends in modeling of

a given social or physical problem; (ii) their relationships to various published algorithmic techniques; and (iii) the depen-

dence upon computational alluvium of those designs. Unlike a traditional SoK, the purpose of the document would not be

to give a complete accounting of scientific knowledge. Rather, the goal would be to capture as thoroughly as possible the

mechanisms by which scientists have proposed computation as part of solving a social or physical problem. An essential

element to this narrative is the interpretation of these techniques under the most influential empirical, humanist, and social

scientific perspectives. Organized and written at an appropriate level of detail – preferably by interdisciplinary scholars or in

collaboration with knowledgeable practitioners – such a document could allow readers to quickly but carefully determine a
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broad picture of the technical methods by which computer scientists have proposed solving a problem. This analysis would

consider the repercussions of their possible deployment as evaluated through a broad sociotechnical lens.

Consider an ideal companion SoKfP to the work of Desfontaines and Pejó on differential privacy. It might begin by account-

ing for how compatible the underlying principle of modeling data privacy through indistinguishably-based data analysis is

with perspectives from law, policy, economics, the social sciences, and the humanities, such as [90]. Any notable variants

of DP – especially those that respond to concerns of modeling or alluvium with the standard definition – could then be

recounted with discussion as to when one may be preferred. Careful description of these definitions in the mode of a primer

similar to [112] would then motivate n and our understanding of its principled choice. This discussion would focus on – and

carefully distinguish between – our theoretical, empirical, and social understandings of DP and n. Such a document would

be a valuable reference to an engineer looking for guidance on how to choose n in deployment, a policymaker attempting to

integrate DP into regulatory infrastructure, a lawyer trying to demonstrate harm from a loss of privacy, or a social scientist

trying to interpret data analyzed under it.

SoK: Hate, Harassment, and the Changing Landscape of Online Abuse by Thomas et al. is perhaps the closest work we

are aware of in form and purpose to our conception of an SoKfP [107]. It combines research from various domains and

methodologies, including a significant survey, to construct a taxonomy of hate and harassment in online spaces. However,

as its focus lies less on the function of internet platform technologies and more on the social behaviors they enable, alluvium

mostly falls outside its scope. In a quite different way A Hierarchy of Limitations in Machine Learning by Malik [82] furnishes

another example of work similar in purpose to our proposed SoKfPs. It is mostly composed of qualitative methods, although

written by a scientific expert who uses advanced mathematical tooling at points in the narrative. Malik is intentionally

opinionated ‘making [it] a work ultimately of practice and of a practitioner rather than of analysis.’ Additionally, it covers an

immense scope which naturally limits the provided technical detail. Nonetheless, a synthesis in form of it with a technical

SoK provides a rough outline of the structure we view as potentially conducive to effective and broadly scoped presentation

of urgent topics such as differential privacy, robust machine learning, or exceptional law enforcement access.

Despite efforts by technical researchers to proactively produce scholarship helpful to practitioners, there will also always

be a reactive role for computer scientists responding to scrutiny from without, such as from journalists or during expert

testimony. Every query or line of inquiry practitioners may raise cannot be predicted ahead of time. Even if scientists could,

systematizing it all would be an impractical undertaking. How best to convey the nuance of alluvium in an ad hocmanner will

likely be specific to the exact combination of computer-science discipline and the expertise of the questioner. Nonetheless,

our examples and hazards highlight generic attributes of alluvium whose regularized treatment may broadly help sociotech-

nical analysis. A SoKfP provides the opportunity to organize and present our knowledge in a manner uniquely tailored

for use by specific communities of practitioners. These generic attributes are far less structured, but are at least intuitively

understandable.

Most importantly, we consider the following loose classification of alluvium. It is intended to give a simple context to how

an object originates and the extent to which computer scientists understand its acceptance or selection. A heuristic model,

assumption, or parameter may be:

(i) formal: the object has a well defined mathematical truth that has not been conclusively established or is being used in

spite of its known falsity; e.g., heuristic models and cryptographic hardness assumptions [57, 58, 86];
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(ii) formal–empirical: a formal mathematical argument provides a basis on which to conduct empirical analysis; e.g., cryp-

tographic key sizes (security parameters) [8, 28, 71], the effect of n on the accuracy of a differential privacy mecha-

nism [41, 42, 45, 46, 112], sample complexity [104];

(iii) physical: the object represents a physical process that can be evaluated empirically by engineers or natural scientists;

e.g., assumptions on sensors in cyberphysical systems [105]; choice of n in robust ML when the modeled process is

physical [61, 81, 108];

(iv) social–empirical: the validity or choice of object is a social question, but one that can be placed in empirical terms by

social scientists; e.g., choice of n in robust ML when the modeled process is social [61, 81, 108], choice of n in differential

privacy following the work quantifying privacy in economic terms [5, 67, 74, 75, 93]; choice of fairness parameters

under empirical advisement from social scientific research [27, 43, 103]; and

(v) social: the validity or choice of object is a social question that can only be resolved by humanist analysis of its effects;

e.g., all social–empirical examples when we do not have or believe in the completeness of social scientific methods.

The distinction between the last two cannot be entirely resolved by computer scientists alone, but how naturally social

scientific concepts map onto computational counterparts is an essential question technical researchers must help analyze.

To this classification we add four additional markers. First, whether the object is indeterminate. Second, whether it is

unfalsifiable. Third, whether it receives active research attention and has a robust scientific literature. And fourth, whether

there exists engineering experience with its development and deployment. For many practitioners, characterizations of allu-

vium – even without the standardized structure of a SoKfP – along these high-level lines may be more helpful than attempts

to demonstrate their function through mathematical descriptions, toy examples, or experimental results from irreconcilable

domains.

6 Conclusion

We have discussed how heuristic models, assumptions, and parameters – our computational alluvium – contribute to the

sociotechnical dimensions of computation. Our thesis is, in essence, that the small and secondary nature of these objects

does not mitigate their hazard to our understanding of how programs and protocols interact with society and the world.

Our proposals in §5 may, we hope, stimulate computer scientists to consider how best to address sociotechnical concerns

with alluvium in a manner accessible to practitioners. Regardless, it is essential that computer scientists address how to

consistently provide the full measure of designs to those engaged in their principled use within society.
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